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WHBC Birchall Garden Suburb Green Corridor Draft Report EX 169 November 2019 

Response by the Central Herts Green Corridor Group. 
 

This is the response by the Central Herts Green Corridor Group (CHGCG) to Welwyn 

Hatfield Borough Council (WHBC)’s draft report on Birchall Garden Suburb Green Corridor 

(EX 169) as per the Inspector’s direction to WHBC to seek the views of the relevant parties.   

 

We have structured our comments on the specific points in Richard Javes (WHBC)’s email 

of 25 November.  As directed by the Inspector in EX 168, we highlight specific points in 

WHBC’s draft with which we agree; whilst we also highlight specific points with which we 

disagree – in some cases strongly because of errors and gaps in the current draft and 

specification of the Green Corridor affecting Birchall Garden Suburb (BGS).   

 

Therefore we spell out the significance of these gaps with recommendations on them so as 

to provide the basis for resolving fully these matters concerning the Green Corridor 

surrounding BGS.  We also highlight in bold and italics some outstanding questions 

regarding BGS that WHBC as yet have not addressed and answered.  

 

Whether you agree with the council’s stated objectives for this part of the Green 

Corridor, and, if not, why not. 

 

 We strongly disagree with the first sentence in para 1.1 which is fundamentally wrong 

and puts the cart before the horse.  WHBC must NOT incorporate the Green Corridor 

within BGS.  Instead WHBC should specify the Green Corridor constraints around which 

any land allocation for BGS has to be planned – as the Inspector rightly demanded.  

 

 We agree with the definition and aim of the Green Corridor in paras 1.7 and 1.10 

including the need to secure overall net gains to biodiversity – as the Inspector has 

reiterated.  But the document then does not adequately deliver these aims   Specifically, 

it fails to set out the proper ecological baseline against which to determine any such net 

gains (see below).  

 

 We agree that the specification of the Green Corridor should be based on its assets and 

their services (para 1.8).  LUC’s assessment of the assets in paras 1.13 – 1.25 and 

Appendix A is a start.   

 

 But we strongly disagree that this is an adequate basis for specifying the Green 

Corridor since it has significant gaps and shortcomings.  Therefore, based on our more 

in-depth local knowledge and assessments, we highlight more fully the key assets in our 

Figure 1 below for each of which we provide supporting evidence regarding the 

significant ecosystems services they deliver and accordingly our recommendations 

below.  Herts Ecology (in para 9.15 of their letter to WHBC of 19/3/2015) similarly stress 

the important role of “habitats in providing vital ecosystems services such as pollination, 

water management and soil conservation”. 
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Figure 1: Green Corridor Assets affecting Birchall Garden Suburb
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Ecology/biodiversity.   

 

 The Commons Local Nature Reserve (LNR) (point 2 in WHBC’s figure 2 and our figure 

1) is a most valuable area with over 150 species of principal importance (red listed and 

European protected species).   Its annual winter conservation crop provides foraging 

habitat for endangered farmland bird species.   

 

 WHBC significantly fail to highlight that BGS’s proposed road across this area would 

create a barrier to the present movement of wildlife and prevent species dispersal.  

 

 The Wildlife corridor shown in bright red in our Figure 1 contains natural and semi 

natural habitats interspersed across arable areas that are highly valuable for species 

such as barn owl, polecat, brown hare, harvest mouse, many species of bats and several 

declining bird species such as, yellowhammer, linnet and grey partridge.  These species 

depend on the farmland, its hedgerows and field margins and would be adversely 

impacted by housing.   

 

 Herts Ecology (in para 10.23 of their letter to WHBC of 19/3/2015) raised concerns that 

the proposed development at BGS would entirely cut off the Commons LNR from the 

existing open land to the East and that a consequently an open corridor is needed to 

retain this link.    

 

 We disagree with WHBC’s conclusion (in Para 1.35) that this corridor be restricted to 

100m.  WHBC provide no sound justification for this arbitrary figure.  There is none.  Like 

the Herts and Middlesex Wildlife Trust’s comments, we believe that the width should be 

at least 250m – as in WHBC’s original local plan consultation.  LUC’s and our evidence 

here shows that this corridor width should be increased - not arbitrarily reduced.  

 

 The former landfill site (item 6 in our figure 1 and WHBC’s figure 2) contains important 

naturalised grassland that are valuable areas of habitat in its own right.  They provide 

important breeding habitat for skylark, grey partridge and other ground nesting birds that 

rely heavily upon invertebrate prey upon which they rear their young.  Significantly the 

grassland supports large populations of small mammals, field voles and shrews along 

with reptiles and amphibians which provide prey to support 10 species of foraging 

raptors.  Our Figure 1 shows in yellow circle the nest for the Barn owls which have bred 

successfully on the Commons LNR arable area for the past 3 years.  They predominantly 

hunt over the landfill grassland.   

 But they require a secure wildlife corridor (see above) over which to move to be able to 

survive and prosper.  Increased access via footpaths would not significantly disturb this 

area’s wildlife and this key role of the wildlife corridor shown above tho it would need to 

be greater which supports the need for a width of at least 250m (as highlighted above).   

But housing nearby or sports grounds could cause significant negative impacts to the 

ecological assets highlighted above. 

 

 WHBC’s options (as currently depicted) and their figure 6 in Appendix A fail to include 

adequately this important naturalised grassland as a key element in the Green Corridor.    

 In particular, we disagree with para 1.21 which incorrectly describes this as managed 

grassland.  It has been left ungrazed to return to a semi-natural state.  This semi-

naturalised grassland of the landfill area is in fact an excellent example of rewilding by 
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nature that has developed these rich ecosystem assets that yield these important 

services and benefits at little or zero opportunity costs since alternative productive uses 

are not feasible on this land.  In many areas of the site, especially on the top, hedgerows 

are in poor state and trees have not fully established due to the significant contamination 

at this former landfill site – see photo of this site below.  

 
 It would therefore be inappropriate to replace this grassland by woodland or an open 

recreation area - as well as not feasible on this former landfill site and out of line with 

Guidance concerning former landfill sites and would adversely affect biodiversity.   It is 

needs to be protected as a key part of the green corridor.  

 

Hydrology.   

 We agree with the need to highlight hydrology matters in para 1.25 and to include in 

option 1 a green corridor around the brook.  Our figure 1 depicts with red flags evidence 

of leachate of contaminants from the former landfill waste disposal site.   The buffer 

shown in WHBC’s option 1 needs to include filter beds to attenuate any impacts of this 

toxic leachate from polluting this water course.  However, the width of this buffer and the 

filter beds needed depend on the type and significance of the pollutants in this 

leachate, about which there is considerable uncertainty and as yet unanswered 

questions, which GCE and WGCS have  highlighted in their submission of 

comments regarding EX159 (WHBC Response to Royal Haskoning Report EX105).   

WHBC’s current treatment of hydrological matters has the following gaps and shortcomings:  

 

 Fig 10 in Appendix continues WHBC’s errors in the draft Local Plan by only considering 

existing flood zones. It fails to address impacts of the potential development of 

increasing flood risks Down stream particularly in the areas identified in Appendix A as 

Flood zone 3 especially populations in Hertford, which the currently proposed BGS 

development could adversely affect by impairing the ability of the natural environment in 

the current green corridor from containing flood water and reducing such downstream 

flood risks.  We have not seen any adequate assessment of such downstream flood 

risks and how they could be mitigated as necessary.  

 Our Figure 2 below shows (in Black arrows) that there is currently a ridge to the East of 

the Commons LNR from which rainwater seeps to support the important fens and wetland 

habitats in the Commons LNR, where there are ancient layers of peat which provides an 

important carbon store.  BGS Development there could interrupt this supply of water thus 

disrupting the formation of the organic material, effectively destroying the diverse and 
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delicate ecosystems there. No work to assess these impacts has been has been 

carried out concerning this matter for the Local Plan. Trevor James, former head of 

Herts Biological Record Centre and Hertfordshire Natural History Society plant recorder 

stated; ‘’The Commons fen, in particular and the water source that supports it are a highly 

important site. It is one of the very few remaining fen communities in the county‘’. The 

habitat is vulnerable, it depends on its continued water supply being unpolluted and on 

limited surface damage or disturbance.’’ 

 

Figure 2: Ridge leading to important water seepage (in black rows) to Commons LNR 

 This area faces serious problems of water resource scarcity and current drought 

problems.  Our valuable and rare chalk streams are dry1 - Affinity have just said that in 

Spring 2020 they will impose controls on non-essential water uses unless there are 

sufficient rain in the water to recharge the acquifers.  Therefore hose pipe bans are 

highly likely – even with the recent rains even with the recent rains the acquifers for the 

Upper Lea are still exceptionally low – close to or in Affinity’s most severe drought action 

trigger zone level 5– at some monitoring stations (eg Lilley Bottom)2. These problems 

have not been adequately assessed and addressed by either Affinity Water or WHBC 

with respect to the Local Plan and regarding how severely the housing development at 

BGS would exacerbate these rising problems. Therefore tight standards need to be 

imposed on any developments need to limit their water consumption.  

 

Heritage 

 Item 8 in WHBC’s figure 1 is too small. Paras 1.14 – 1.19 are not a robust description of 

the many heritage assets in the area or the settings of heritage assets there and further 

                                                           
1 See Rivers Trust (2019),  Chalk Streams in Crisis: A call for drought action now,  June 2019. Report by Salter, 
M, Singleon-White  . https://www.theriverstrust.org/media/2019/06/Chalk-streams-dossier_June-2019_FINAL_FINAL-1.pdf 
2 Environment Agency (2019), Monthly water situation report: Hertfordshire and North London: October summary. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/845829/Hertfordshir
e_and_North_London_Water_Situation_Report_October_2019.pdf 

 

https://www.theriverstrust.org/media/2019/06/Chalk-streams-dossier_June-2019_FINAL_FINAL-1.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/845829/Hertfordshire_and_North_London_Water_Situation_Report_October_2019.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/845829/Hertfordshire_and_North_London_Water_Situation_Report_October_2019.pdf
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afield. Many of these heritage assets contribute to the character of Welwyn Garden City, 

and are locally rare.  Point 8 in our figure 1 above is more pronounced.  

 

 Para 1.16 is incorrect in referring to a “possible” prehistoric mound, of which there is 

definite archaeological evidence.  This area  coincides with the greatest density of 

ecological assets set out in the previous section. 

 

 Moreover, WHBC fail to highlight the important heritage views shown in Figure 3 below 

and with more related views in Figure 4.  There are views across the landscape to the 

south as far as the Essendon ridge and Holwell Court parklands, and vice versa. These 

all contribute to the openness of the landscape of this area, as well as enhancing the 

setting of Hatfield parklands and the historic properties at Essendon3.  

 

Figure 3: Heritage Assets and views potentially affected  

 
 

Figure 4: Heritage views across the valleys and interfluve 

 
 

                                                           
3 see Sarah Spooner; 2009 A prospect two field’s distance: rural landscapes and urban mentality in the 18th). 
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Whether you feel that there are other, sufficiently distinct, options that the 

examination should consider. 

 

 We disagree with WHBC’s general approach of developing and presenting the 

options for the Green Corridor as “alternatives” with one to be “preferred”.  It is 

fundamentally unsound to depict the Corridor as a straight stretch or route of land based 

simply on just a single factor (eg recreation).  Instead it should be based essentially on 

all the main assets present and their important ecosystems services.  Hence it should be 

a composite of the important areas in which there are these assets and services.   

 

 Figure 5 sets out our proposed Green Corridor based on the assets there that need to be 

protected and enhanced so that the Inspector can then determine the nature and breadth 

of the required Green Corridor and its buffers to any development and land use 

allocation.  

 

Which of the three, option, if any, you prefer and the reasons why. Your concerns 

about the appropriateness of the other options. 

 

 Option 1 is most important. But it must cover more fully the assets as explained above 

and shown in our Figure 5 in relation to the areas covered in WHBC’s report in its area of 

the current BGS proposed allocation as well as looking beyond to the EHDC’s area.   

 

 Option 2 covers important hedgerows which are NERC priority habitats and require at 

least a 15m buffer.  This option 2 needs to be combined with our expanded option 1 

in Figure 5 as explained above).  Failure to do this renders this option unacceptable on 

its own since it would fail to protect and enhance the important assets such as the 

Commons LNR - as WHBC partially acknowledge.   

 

 Option 3 is not a green corridor as such. It essentially includes buffers to protect the 

houses (eg from noise and air pollution from the A414 and the Burnside site) that the 

inspector has rightly demanded and with which we agree.  It also needs to be 

combined with option 1 (as expanded for the assets affected as explained above). 

 But there are concerns and as yet unanswered questions about the feasibility and 

desirability of the proposed SUDS measures in option 3 due to concerns about 

impacts of leachate contamination from the former landfill site.  

 

If you are promoting an alternate option, why you feel that your option is to be 

preferred when assessed against the stated objectives for the Green Corridor:   

 

 Our preferred option is the expanded version of option 1 in our Figure 5.  But we agree 

with para 1.34 of WHBC’s report  that the Green Corridor should be a combination of the 

options so it also need to include option 2 to provide a buffer for the important 

hedgerows there; plus buffers in option 3 that the Inspector has rightly already 

demanded.  See Comments above setting out our reasons and evidence behind this.   

 

Central Herts Green Corridor Group  

6 December 2019 
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Figure 5:  Green Corridor Group Proposed Green Corridor 

   


